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i Annual SAAHE Conference 2019 
 
The SAAHE2019 Conference took place from 26-28 June 2019 at the Faculty of 
Health Sciences, University of the Free State. The theme for the conference was  
 
CHALLENGE TO CHANGE HEALTHCARE FOR 2030 and had the following sub-
themes: 
 
• Interprofessional education and collaborative care (IPECP) 
• People-centred care 
• Innovative teaching and learning strategies 
• Educational challenges for the evolving burden of disease  
• Continuous professional development 
 
A special word of thanks to each and every one who was on the organising committee 
and who invested a lot of time and effort in organising the SAAHE2019 conference. 
Without your dedication and hard work this conference would not have been possible. 
 
A special thanks to Prof Yvonne Botma, Chair of the Scientific Programme, with her 
team Ms Azette Swanepoel, Prof Gert van Zyl, Prof Louise van den Berg, Dr Carien 
Weyers and Dr Tania van der Merwe. 
 
Dr Johan Bezuidenhout who was responsible for marketing and sponsors with his 
team Juanita Swanepoel, Ms Angie Vorster, Dr Rene Botha and Dr Jeanette du 
Plessis. 
 
The administrative team who was led by Ms Thuli Tlalajoe, Ms Rynsie Hattingh and 
Dr Carol Larson. 
 
The Web and IT were managed by Riaan van Wyk, Alwyn Hugo and Johan Botes. 
I want to specially thank Prof Gert van Zyl for his support and valuable advice and Prof 
Hesta Friedrich-Nel and Dr Lynette van der Merwe who were responsible for 
communication and who acted as MCs at the functions and closing session. 
Many thanks to Marianne Oosthuizen Congress Services for organizing the 
conference.  
 
A total of 176 delegates attended the conference.  Delegates from South Africa, 
Antigua, Australia, Belgium, Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, Uganda, United Kingdom, 
United States of America, the West Indies and Zimbabwe attended the conference.  
We were heartened by the attendance of eleven delegates from neighbouring 
Lesotho. 
Several keynote speakers were invited to present a keynote lecture and a workshop 
at the conference.  
 
The keynote address by Professor Trevor Gibbs (AMEE, UK), Putting the Individual 
back into Learning focused on the need to constantly think about and use 
patients/individuals within our educational practices. It also assessed how we use 
person-centredness as a driver of education. The workshop Coping in the 21st 
Century was an interactive look at the changing face of healthcare and how we deal 
with it. 
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Prof Gibbs was the SAAHE visiting scholar and was invited to visit Sefako Makgatho 
Health Sciences University (SMU) as guest of the Northern region.  
 
Professor Deborah Murdoch Eaton is the Dean of Medical Education, The Medical 
School, University of Sheffield, United Kingdom. Her keynote address was titled: 
Transformative feedback – a conversation or a one-way information delivery? 
The workshop fit in perfectly with the theme (challenge to change healthcare) and was 
titled Developing effective practice – ensuring feedback empowers learners and 
changes practice. 
 
Professor Gary D. Rogers is Professor of Medical Education, Deputy Head of School 
(Learning & Teaching) and Programme Director, School of Medicine, Griffith 
University, Queensland, Australia. His keynote address was titled: Values matter: 
Supporting and verifying affective domain learning for professional and 
interprofessional health practice. He also presented a workshop titled: Verifying the 
presence and quality of affective domain learning from students’ reflective writing:  
How to use the Griffith University Affective Learning Scale (GUALS). 
 
The SAFRI sponsored international scholar was Professor William (Bill) Burdick, 
Vice-President for Education FAIMER, Philadelphia USA. His keynote address was:  
Better workforce → better health? 
 
The Vice-Chancellor of the University of the Free State, Professor Francis Petersen 
delivered the official word of welcome. 

 
Prof Francis Petersen (Vice-Chancellor UFS, Prof Gary Rodgers (Australia), Prof Bill Burdick (USA), 
Prof Debbie Murdoch-Eaton (UK) and Prof Trevor Gibbs (AMEE, UK)  
 
Academic Programme 
During the three days of the conference, 55 oral presentations, 8 PechaKucha 
presentations, 21 poster presentations and 12 workshops were presented.  Meetings 
on the Assessment, DESIGN and Simulation SIGs took place as well. The programme 
was accredited for 15 CPD points.  
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Social Functions 
The welcoming function and gala dinner were attended well and feedback was very 
positive.  
 

 
Debbie Murdoch-Eaton, Francois Cilliers, Gary Rodgers, Trevor Gibbs and Lionel Green-Thompson at 
the gala dinner 
 

 
Delegates attending the welcoming function 
 
The SAAHE2019 conference was a huge success with overwhelmingly positive 
feedback. This was a team effort from the SAAHE Central and I want to thank 
everybody involved.  
 
Mathys Labuschagne 
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ii Summary of Prof Janse van Vuuren academic discussion - 
SAAHE Central 
 
 
 
The 4th Industrial Revolution: Do South African health professions educators 
need to DUCK or DIVE? 
 
The industrial revolution cannot be separated from the revolutions that also took place 
in other spheres, such as education and the development of the web. The industrial 
revolution has seen the introduction of Steam as the 1st industrial revolution, around 
1760-1820; Electricity as the 2nd, around 1820-1900; Computing as the 3rd, around the 
1900s; and then the 4th industrial revolution as Intelligence in the current day. 
Revolution in the world of education is characterized by Teacher-centeredness (as 
Education 1.0); Learners as receptors, in Education 2.0; Project- and Inquiry-based 
learning (as Education 4.0); and currently in Education 4.0, Learners as connectors, 
creators and constructivists. The last area of development, namely the web, show the 
introduction of the Internet and Desktop around 1977; Online Services and the Web 
around 1989 (Web 1.0); the Social Web as Web 2.0 around 1999; Web 3.0 around 
2009 with the introduction of the Real-time web and Semantic web; and then the 
current Web 4.0 as the Intelligent Web. 
 
Interestingly, these revolutions are now all aligned for the very first time (see Figure 
1), which, in my mind, contributes to the rapid changes and challenges in all spheres, 
including education. This, however, also creates innovative and exciting opportunities.  
 

 
Figure 1: Industrial, educational and web revolutions 
 
So, what does this mean for health professions education? The World Economic 
Forum in 2019 stated the two fundamental shifts that would take place within this 
aligned space for healthcare are: 

1. Health and healthcare delivery will focus on each person within their own 
ecosystem, with a greater impact from people or patients themselves, often 
referred to as the consumerisation of healthcare. 

2. Healthcare will be delivered as a seamless continuum of care, away from the 
clinic-centred point of care model and with a greater focus on prevention and 
early intervention.  
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The ultimate challenge for health educators then becomes: How do we embrace the 
opportunities provided through the aligned revolutions to reach the paradigm shifts in 
healthcare? How do we in South Africa embrace the challenges of the National Health 
Insurance (NHI), inequality in healthcare and poverty through advances such as digital 
applications (i.e. apps), wearable devices, social media, big data and data analytics 
as well as virtual reality (VR), 3D printing and robotics? How do we move beyond 
health content teaching to the teaching of literacies, allowing our graduates to really 
embrace the challenges and opportunities awaiting them in the world of work? 
 
Let us take up this challenge as health professions educators and become the change 
agents, through our graduates, towards the global healthcare environment we would 
like to see! 
 
Corlia Janse van Vuuren 
 
iii Closing message 
 
This is nearly the end of 2019. What a year it has been!  
 
This year it was our turn to host the12th National SAAHE Conference. What a 
successful conference! We were congratulated by various stakeholders from all over 
the country.  
 
Although we did not select a new committee, we continued with our academic 
programme. We call on all to participate with vigour and take the Central Region of 
SAAHE forward in 2020. Come and join the annual general meeting early next year 
and ensure that we elect a new leadership group to take us forward. A number of 
senior committee members will step down – so it might be your calling.  
 
SAAHE Central (Free State) contributed to the sweet memories of academic health 
educators with the inspiring topics discussed. We as health educators need to remain 
one step ahead of the challenges that we are facing and be on the top of our game. I 
recently attended the ISQua conference and was again reminded of the importance of 
our human nature in all we do – we are the heartbeat of health! Even if one has the 
best quality seed to plant, one still needs fertile soil. Let us be that soil. Let us RISE 
(show Resilience In Stressful Environments); let us be patient and allow time for the 
seed to germinate and the soil to do its work; let us ease the tensions for each other 
and, collectively, take up the challenges. Accept the challenge: Anticipate, lead, 
implement and monitor should be regarded as the four pillars for all you will do in 2020. 
Remember, we have the knowledge, and in knowledge is the power; communication 
is key. It is my wish that you will enjoy a joyful festive season with your families and a 
well-deserved academic recess. May you return in 2020 with new inspiration and 
energy. 
 
Merry Christmas and a happy 2020! 
 
Gert van Zyl 
 
Compiled by Riaan van Wyk 2019


